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knowledge and power, and the representation of
the modern identity of Korean Buddhism. During
the colonial period, most Buddhist intellectuals
were involved with the Buddhist journals as
editors or contributors. Therefore, it was
significant to examine the new production of
knowledge and the emergence of Buddhist elites
through the Buddhist journals. In addition, it
focused on Japanese Buddhist publication of the
vernacular journal, Tongyang kyobo, which was
published by J?dosh? ??? , the Japanese
Buddhist missionaries’strategies of prosely-
tization in Korea, and the relation between know-
ledge which was constructed and spread by the
vernacular Buddhist journals and modernity of
Korean Buddhism. After encountering Japanese
Buddhism, Korean Buddhism entered the modern
era and attempted to find its new modern
identity. Modern Korean Buddhism had a
complicated relationship with Japanese Buddhist
missionaries. I concluded that the first Buddhist
journal Tongyang kyobo reflected the discourse of
the Buddhist communities and also showed that
Japanese Buddhist missionaries used language to
promulgate their beliefs.
I’d like to express my gratitude to Kanagawa
University and the Research Center for Nonwritten
Cultural Materials for inviting me. In addition, I
wish to express my deepest gratitude to Professor
Sano, Professor Fukuta, my tutor Mr. Cho, Ms
Hikosaka and the staffs in the office of the
Research Center for Nonwritten Cultural
Materials.
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